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Abstract
An evaluation of an Early Literacy Intervention
Program was undertaken in a kindergarten classroom
during the second half of the school year. The eight students
exhibiting the lowest literacy skills in the classroom were
selected by the classroom teacher. These eight students
were pretested on eight subtests to measure early literacy
skills. The four students with the lowest scores were
selected to participate in an intervention program for three
months. At the end of the intervention program all eight
students were post-tested. The average gains in each subtest
between the group receiving the intervention program and
the group not receiving the intervention were compared.
Results indicate that those students receiving the
intervention program not only made greater gains, but the
average subtest scores in seven of the eight subtest
exceeded the scores of the group not receiving the
intervention. The necessity and criteria of early
identification of at-risk children are also discussed.

Introduction
In recent years numerous studies in education have
investigated the early identification ofchildren who are likely
to fail in school. A recent emphasis on school readiness has
brought about a renewed interest in the early identification
of children at-risk for school failure. Children with deficits
in basic reading skills have accounted for a major poruon of
those identified as learning disabled in our education system.
One issue of concern is that large amounts of money are
bClng spent on programs that fail children. " Remediation is
often too little or too late, rarely accelerates literacy
development, and too often children remain in remedial
programs for years without ever catching up with their peers''
(McGill-Franzen & Allmgton, 1991, p. 89). Rather that
trymg to com:ct reading problems it seems logical to begin
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intervention programs in the form of prevention, rather than
remediation, as soon as a child is either identified as at-risk
or meets several of the criteria for at-risk identificauon.
The early identification of children at-risk for problems
in reading and the effectiveness of intervention strategies
have been subjects of considerable interest and research.
The consensus of mos t studies has been that early
identification and intervention results m more po 1t1ve
outcomes at follow-ups one, two and three years later. Early
remediation, in its attempts to prevent later school failure,
is linked to early identification of children who are likely to
have difficulties in school. The role of early and frequent
assessment information is crucial in developmg and
providing effective beginning reading and early literacy
interventions (Good, Simmons, & Smith, 1998).
Proponents of this move stress that early screening coupled
with remediation will help at-ri Jc tudents become successful
in school by acquiring and strengthening the baste skills found
to be necessary in learning to read. However, early screerung
practices are controversial, with lack of agreement o n early
screening instruments. Most often, misclassificarions depend
on theories of what deficits or delay) are the likely causes of
reading failure. Also, difficulties with most screeners arc that
they do not mdicate what specific interventions are appropriate
for each child's unique needs. Identification need to be
accurate m identifying tho e at-nsk students in need of
services, or likely to fail or fall significantly behind without
intervention. In addition, the screening infonnation hould be
able to be used to design an appropriate program and as a
measure of progress made.
Before beginning to implement early identificatJon and
intervention programs
for at-risk children, it is
crucial that the e
program be guided by
relevant research . Clear
identification of the kill-.
required in beginning readers
for predicted sue~ in reading
is neces ary. Furthennorc, the tooh
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used for early identification of the students who do not
possess those skills or who will not develop them without
appropriate intervention must be extremely accurate. The
accuracy of various kindergarten measures for predicting
reading difficulties needs to be thoroughly investigated. It is
also important to consider the usefulness in using the results
in designing an intervention program.
According to Nielson ( 1996), research suggests that access
to print and literacy experiences with a more literate adult or
peer are the two optimal circumstances for literacy learning.
However, educators must consider whether all young children,
regardless of the diversity of experiences that they bring to
school, are ready to learn. Therefore, an early literacy program
must reach and teach even those children with limited
experiences with print to understand stories and how the
spoken language relates to print Data support the argument
for an enriched literacy kindergarten environment for all
children, but particularly for those who are young at the time
of entrance or who are considered at-risk in terms of projected
success in kindergarten. It is in kindergarten where we have
the responsibility to identify and build upon the literacy
understanding that the child brings with him/her to formal
schooling. An effective kindergarten program needs to provide
numerous opportunities for all children to actively engage in
storybook and writing experiences in which the adult or more
literate peer models aspects of language and print while
providing support for every child to move from one level of
understanding to the next
Besides access to print and literacy experiences, other
studies have identified more specific skills necessary in
reading and predicting reading success. Felton's (1992)
study confirmed her research finding that the processing
problems in lower level word identification skills and
language deficits, specifically phonological processing
deficits, are two major predictors in difficulties in learning
to read. She also discussed the results of other studies
indicating deficits in phonological awareness in kindergarten
to be one of the best predictors of general reading
achievement in the early grades. However, her own studies
investigated further and elaborated upon this by indicating
that the best predictors of early reading success in
kindergarten children, not considering general intelligence,
included rapid naming of letters, beginning sound
discrimination and a test of auditory conceptualization.
Center and Freeman's (1997) studies have also identified
phonemic awareness as one of the best indicators of early
reading success.
Generally, letter identification and phonemic awareness,
along with an understanding of stories, seem to be the most
predominant indicators of reading success in early readers.
Results of studies indicate that difficulties in these areas, if
not identified and addressed through appropriate intervention
strategies, often result in difficulties with higher level reading
progress.
Fewer studies have been done on the effects of writing
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in developing literacy skills. Nielson's (1996) research points
out the importance writing plays in literacy development
and in facilitating the acquisition of reading skills. Her results
indicate that writing is a part of and should be included in
the early development of literacy.
Studies of various program have shown that early reading
instruction should be presented in an integrated program that
takes into account all of the information we now possess on
how children develop literacy skills. To incorporate all of
these requirements the program needs to follow an interactivecompensatory model integrating phonological, syntactic and
semantic issues in both reading and writing. Fragmented
programs are not likely to see comprehensive gains if their
focus is on narrow and isolated instructional activities. In a
study of the TEACH approach, a perceptual remediation
program, which included a comparative group receiving
phonetic instruction, neither group of at-risk students made
significant gains in academic performance (Mantzicopoulos,
P., Morrison, D., Stone, E., & Setrakian, W., 1992). These
results can be contributed to the lack of coordination of the
intervention with the curriculum and the program's lack of
consideration for the structure of language, the function of
written text and its personal meaning for the students.
Another program, SWELL (Schoolwide Early Language
and Literacy), an early literacy program for at-risk children,
attempts to build on the prerequisites to reading that may
not have developed in all children making the transition from
home to school (Center,Y., & Freeman, L., 1997). The
SWELL program attempts to develop these critical
prerequisites by focusing on the concepts that letters and
words represent speech, letters and words are meant to
communicate a meaning, and that spoken and written words
are made up of individual sounds through whole group
instruction. When comparing the results of kindergarten
children in experimental and control classrooms it was clear
that those who experienced the SWELL program were
reading connected text more accurately and fluently.
The effectiveness of early intervention programs that
provide direct reading instruction to at-risk children has
received considerable support. Once the students are
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identified to receive the intervention an appropriate program
must be designed to teach them letter identification, phonemic
awareness skills, and how books work in the context of
connected text and writing. Such difficulties, if not identified
and addressed through appropriate intervention strategies,
often result in difficulties with higher level reading processes.
The Early literacy Intervention Program (Gouveia, 1999)
is designed to identify kindergarten children who are
potentially at-risk for reading failure and to provide an
integrated, interactive, compensatory program to develop and
strengthen the skills that are proven necessary to become
successful readers. The Early literacy Intervention Program
uses teacher referral and a collection of subtests in early literacy
skills to select kindergarten students who by mid-year are
exhibiting delays or confusions in acquiring pre-reading skills
compared to their local peers on such skills proven to be crucial
in early literacy development. These subtests include letter
identification, word recognition, concepts of print, writing,
text reading and phonemic awareness.
The Early Literacy Intervention Program uses the results
of the screening to develop an appropriate intervention
program focused on developing letter identification, letter
sound correspondence, phonemic awareness, rhyming,
writing stories, building a known reading and writing
vocabulary, familiarity with text and fluency on emergent
leveled reading text. In this program these skills are taught
through engaging each child in successful independent and
shared reading and writing activities. The emotional and
social development of each child is encouraged and nurtured
by accepting and praising what each child can do and
providing guidance and instruction to foster progress. All
activities in the Early Literacy Intervention Program include
elements with which every child can feel successful in their
interactions within a literacy environment. The purpose of
this study is to examine the effectiveness of the Early
Literacy Intervention Program.

A small, rural elementary school containing one
kindergarten class consisting of 16 students was used to pilot
this Early Literacy Intervention Program. The students had
all entered kindergarten in the first week of September 1998.
In the middle of January 1999 the classroom teacher was
asked to rank the students from highest to lowest in
accordance to literacy skills.
During the last week of January and the first week of
February those eight students, identified as the bottom onehalf students of the kindergarten class ranking in literacy
skills, were pretested on the Early Literacy Intervention
Program Assessment consisting of seven subtests. These
subtests consisted of :
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Letter Identification - the child's ability to
distinguish and identify capital and lower case
letters that are out of sequential order by name.
Fluency, risk-taking, and letter confusions were
observed and noted.
Word Recognition - the child's ability to read a
word in isolation from a list of the 25 first high
frequency words. Risk-taking, substitutions,
approximations (i.e., me/my, look/like, did/dad, on/
no) and phonemic attempts were noted.
Concepts About Print (CAP) - the child's
familiarity with text and the printed word such as:
the words carry the message, directionality, oneto-one correspondence, difference between a letter
and a word, finding the same word in text, etc. Risktaking was observed and noted.
Writing Vocabulary - the child's ability to write
words independently. Prompts of words that are
commonly first learned were provided such as
the child's name, names offamily members, names
of friends or pets, and other high frequency words
such as mom, dad, to, I, a, cat, no, my, love. Letter
case, size, spacing, directionality within words,
close approximations, and reluctance to take risks
were observed and noted.
Recording Sounds - the child's familiarity with
writing new words through hearing sounds in words
and writing letters for those sounds. The child was
a~ked to independently write a dictated sentence.
The child's ability to say words slowly, articulate
and hear an individual sound in a word (i.e. lb/ or I
s/ in bus) and write a letter for that sound, as well
as letter formation, directionality, spacing and the
willingness to take a risk was observed and
noted. (Note: It was expected that the children
screened in the middle of the kindergarten year would
be unable to successfully complete much of this
task. However, the child was encouraged to "Try
it just to see what you think it might look like. It's
OK to make a guess." All attempts by the child
were praised. If the child was very reluctant to take
th.is risk, or showed signs of stress the task was
discontinued.) This data served as a baseline
for measuring growth in all of these areas
mentioned.
Phonemic Awareness - the child's ability to hear
and generate rhymes, blend sounds into words, and
isolate and articulate individual sounds in words.
Text Reading- the child's familiarity with books
and text reading, The willingness to join in on
predictable text read to the child, using picture and
sentence structure was noted. Reading
Recovery readiness leveled texts (L 1 - 3) were
recommended.
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S o m e o f t he ubte t u cd in the Early Lituacy
Pro,n.un Atse men/ wc tt talcn directly from
parts of the Ob,erwnion Sun ey by Mane Clay, or from p.lltS
of the Wri,hlGroup AJ. e.fmKnl K- 1. One ~bccst. Phonemic
Awarenes , was created for thi'> tudy.
1llC data from thi 1mtial 1'C' mcnt, hown on Table J •
along with the cla room tea cher ' s input and
recommendation ba ed on each tudcnt' level of
confidence and classroom performance, were used to identify
and select the four lowest students to participate in I.he.Early
Liruacy lnun·~ntion Program. 11lC sco~ are grouped by
the four tudent participating in the Ear(\: Literacy
lnren:enJion Prog ram (referred to as the Intervention Group)
and the four students who were screened but in tea.d of
panietpatmg in the Intervention Group remained in the
linderganen clas room for the complete ldndergarten
program (referred to as the Control Group). Table I shows
that on the February pretest the average scores for all of the
subtests for the Intervention Group were below the average
scores of the Control Group.
For this pilot program, the F.arly literacy InrervenJion
Program met for approximalely three to four sessions weekly
for approximately thineen weeks from February through
May. Activities to increase letter identification. to develop
known high frequency words in reading, to strengthen
phonemic awareness skiJls, and to become more familiar
with reading books and writing stories were integrated into
interactive, student supported activities.

minute focu ing on;
• letter idenlificatJon
• letter/ ound correspondence
• rhyming
• recognizing high frequency words in reading
• beginning to read readiness leveled text
• writing group tories
• beginning to write some sounds in word
• building confidence in reading and writing skills.

lnr~n·~ntwn

&rly liUracy lnteM'ention Program Description. The
Early Literacy Intervention Program consisted of thirty-

I

Each lesson usually began with reciting the names of
each letter, capital and lower case, and identifying a picture
for each letter from a huge alphabet wall strip or one of
several alphabet wall charts placed c lose to the child's eye
level. Often a simple one letter (in capital and lower case)
and one picture per page alphabet book was also read with '
the group as a shared reading activity. These activities built
upon letter identification and letter/sound correspondence.
Each week one well known nursery rhyme wall chart
(i.e. Buckle My Shoe, Hey Diddle Diddle, Humpty Dumpty,
etc.) was introduced and read together. One-to-one word
correspondence was modeled and the students were
encouraged to take turns and point to the words as each
nursery rhyme was read along with the teacher. One or
two previously learned nursery rhyme wall charts were
reviewed daily. During this activity the children worked
on hearing and locating the rhyming words and locating
some high frequency words in reading. These rhyming or
high frequency words were then usually underlined or
circled by the students. At the end of the week the students
were allowed to take home a reduced copy of the nursery

Table 1. February Test Scores
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INTE.R\IENnON GROUP (EUP)
A
38
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c
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0
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0
0
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CONTROL GROUP (CO-.PARISON)
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0
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F
3
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l
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2
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A\'ERAGE 36
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l
4
3
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12
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4
4
2
5
3.75
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14
0
Il
0

21
8
20
10
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B
B
B
2
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B
2
l
B
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2
9
9
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·
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Table 2. June Test Scores

INTERVENTION GROUP (BJP)
A
50
B
37
c
52
0
36
AVERAGE 43.75

19
4
12

7
10.5

COtaROL GROUP (COMPARISON)
E
52
5
F
37
4
6
48
10
H
44
3
AVERAGE 4525
5.5

19.5
12.5
18
17.5
16.875
15.5
14.5
17
16
15.75

rhyme to read at home. Usually a group activity, uch as
circling or underlining ccnain high frequency words, was
completed on this individual copy before it went home.
Individual readiness leveled predictable texts were also
practiced as shared reading activities. Books containing
simple sentences with several high frequency words,
repeated sentence structure, and upportive p1~ were
selected to foster success and confidence. During thi
activity a focus was placed on developmg directionality,
return sweep, one-t~ne correspondence in reading, using
the predictable language and picture suppon. locating a
new high frequency word. using a learned high frequency
word, or using the first letter of a word to check a prediction.
After reading these Little books several time together in a
group the students read one of these books to a partner or
read independently as the teacher completed a running
record on one book with one student per day. These familiar
texts were then sent home with the children to hare with
their families, trengthening home-to-school connections.
Another maJor portion of each scs ion consisted of
interactive group writing. These imple stories u ually
con i led of four to five sent~. The fonnat of these
stone!> sometimes resembled a familiar text as a ' rewntc'
activity. After the group selected a topic to write about
together they generated the sentc~ to write. U ually one
sentence was completed per SCl>Sion. The teacher often
acted as the scribe, modeling and encouraging the children
to say the wonb slowly to bear the individual sounds 10
the word!>. The · tudent:. were uked to contribute the
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24

33

2

0

14

21
13
16.75

8
12

8
6

6

9
6
22
9

7.5

11.5

10

29
18
25

20
23

4

2
2
2
2.5

23

I
3

20

2

19
20.5

I
1.75

20

178.5
75.5
144
103.5
125.4
110.5
93.5
129
98
107.75

corresponding letter for each sound as the teacher wrote
the word. When a known word in n:ading was used the
children were encouraged to find that word on the wall
chans or in the familiar text and take tum writing it on
the story chart paper Gradually the tudent came to
suppon each other m wntmg many of the letters in the
words.
Finally, an activity with 1mple gam~ or puzzle w~
played to practice a particular kill, uch as letter
identi ficatlon or bcgmning letter sound.As with the familiar
text, these games were alo,o hared with families at home.
Monitoring of each tudent through clo'-e teacher
observation • anecdotal no~. runmng record of texh.
weekly teacher wnttcn renectiom and rcadmini tering the
Early Literacy Skills Subtest in Apnl and June provided
the up-to-dale feedback on each parocipant' progrcs . Thi'>
information was nccc.,sary in planning appropnaic •~sons
and guiding instruction.

Results

r---------------------1
During the firn two ~ech of June all eight ongmal
student\ were post-tested. 11iese ~ arc -.hown m Table
2. Table 2 mdicat~ that the average "<=()re) for all but one of
the 'ltlhtests in thep<~.t-t.cwng w~ higherforthelntcncntion
Group than the Control Group. Table 3 reflects each child'
individual progrcs mcasun:d by compuung the di.ffcrcnce
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Table 3. Progress ~lade From February to June

INTERVENTION GROUP (EUP)
A

12

B

25

c

19
21
AVERAGE 19.25

0

18
4
12
7
10.25

6
4
55
5

19
I
10

5.13

5
8.75

19
0
10
13
105

8
10
5
10
8.25

4
2
8

2
13

0

0
I
I
0

4

05

4
2
2

86
46
635

0
2

64.125

61

CONTROL GROUP (COMPARISON)
E
F
G
H
AVERAGE

8
11
9
9
9.25

45

5
I
9
I
4

-05
-05
4

1.88

I
3.75

235
I
I
l
I

175

405
16

24375

between the pretest and posttest scores in each subtest The Control Group in all but one subtest. The only subtest that
scores of those participating in the Intervention Group and the Intervention Group's average score did not exceed the
those panicipating in the Control Group are averaged Control Group' s score was in letter identification, with a
together for each subtest An average score of the progress final score differing by an average of only I .5 letters.
made for each subtest was computed for each of the two
groups. Table 3 shows the
increase or decrease in the raw
scores between the pretest and
Graph 1. Average Progr~ Compared by Subtest
post-test. In comparing the two
groups it can be seen that the
Intervention Group made more
progress than the Control
Group in each of the areas
tested.
The average progress made
in each subtest was then
compared between the two
groups and is illustrated in
Graph I. Graph 2 compares the
IO
two groups total points gained
on all even subtests. Graph 3
illustrates the average pretest
and posttest scores in each of
the seven s ubtests. Graph 3
reveals that not only did the
Intervention Group make more
progress than the Control
Group, but also that the average
posttcst scores were higher for
CIEU>
IUI
111.25
.. ,.
the Intervention Group than the
a.11
10.S
1 .25

..

..

..

..

• .,__

us

..

,

,...,,.
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Discussion

Graph 2. Total Points Gained
1---- - -- - - - -- - - -- - - - -- - --1
This study f ound that those students in the Early
literacy Intervention Program group gained an average
of 40 points more than those students in the control group.
Given the initial test scores of the experimental group,
this remarkable progress warrants f urther study.
70
80
50
40
30

4

7

20
10
0
EUPGloup

The results of this pilot study indicates that at-risk
kindergarten students given early, small group instruction
integrating early literacy skills into an interactive, student
supported program, such as the Early literacy Intervention
Program, develop the pre-reading skills identified as necessary
in learning to reaci. Frequent school-to-home contacts such
as obtaining parental permission, providing detailed individual
progress reports, and sending home daily reading materials
also fosters increased participation from the families and
encourages greater awareness in their child's education.
Revisions in the assessments to streamline the data
collecting should also be con sidered. The Phonemic
Awareness subtest, in particular, requires editing to become
more customized to the skills of kindergarten children.
It is obvious that generalizations cannot be made from
this small study. It does seem worthwhile, however, to further
expand the study by comparing several groups of at-risk
kindergarten students who receive an Early Literacy
Intervention Program, to other groups of at-risk kindergarten
students receiving other types of intervention programs.
Reading progress of both groups should be monitored in the
following school year to assist in determining the long-term
effectiveness of the Early literacy Intervention Program.

Graph 3. Average Pre-test and Post-test Scores of Study Groups
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